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ROLLER TUBE RETRACTABLE WALL

The canvas can be raised when not in use
 
The pipe inserted at the bottom of the canvas allows to fix it 
firmly on the ground

Easy setup

FOR
RESIdENTIAL USE

MAkE SUMMER
LAST LONgER...
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Outer color of  your choice 

Can be operated by crank or motor

Ideal for closing patio, cottage or restaurant terrace

Adapts to all kinds of structure

FOR
COMMERCIAL USE

Can be made with clear vinyl, tinted or sun visor 
which filters wind, sun and rain up to 80%

Designed to protect you from wind and rain

Can be manufactured up to a maximum of 16 feet

TRANSFORM yOUR
pATIO OR TERRACE
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ROOF 180
Toit 180

Multi-layer acrylic sheet to withstand high impact

Insulation factor equal to or greater
to a double glass 5/8”

Treated layer to control heat

Projection 10’ to 16’

Acrylic panels are supported by our 175V beams

The beams are available in four colors:
white, beige, brown and black

ENJOy NATURAL LIghT WITh OUR 
TRANSLUCENT ACRyLIC ROOF
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ALUNIFLEX 3000
CREATE A LIVINg ROOM 
pROTECTEd FROM ThE ELEMENTS

Standard walls 80” up to 96”

Available in white, beige, brown and black

Custom made

Aluminum structure with full mosquito net fixed 
with a cord

Walls are screwed for quick assembly

Clear or tinted vinyl windows, with guillotine, 75% 
possible opening from the bottom or from the top

60” or 72” vinyl patio door included
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ALUNIFLEX 2000 ALUNIFLEX 5000
EXTREME VERSATILITy ULTIMATE COMFORT

Simple, fast and solid assembly PVC and aluminum structureSliding windows 5 mm glass windowsLarge choice of colors

Murs díhiver 2000

TOIT 185S

Complements very well with the 185S ROOF
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SUpRACLASSIC
8’ ANd 10’

REpLACEMENT 
FABRIC

superior quality fabrics completely sealed  
(no seams so no water infiltration)

Installs on all other awning brands

Several color choices available

MAdE IN 24 hOURS ThE MOST SOLId 
RETRACTABLE AWNINg
& ThE LEAST EXpENSIVE

SUNkIT

Perfect for the traveler camper

Fully adjustable

INTALLS IN A
FEW MINUTES
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ORDER

ONLINE

FREE 
dELIVERy

The SupraClassic Plus is extremely reliable and 
gives you a lot more for your money!

Built with very high quality materials and 
equipped with a simple and very resistant 
mechanism.

Quite simply, an awning without problems. Easy 
to install and operate, it opens and closes in 
seconds!

Give your awning a plus  
by adding the Uniguard option.

AVAILABLE ONLINE ON UNICANVAS.COM
(SUNKIT, REPLACEMENT FABRIC AND SUPRACLASSIC)
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ALUNIFLEX 1000
Perfect for the seasonal camper

Aluminum structure

Available in a projection of 8’ to 16’

165V & 175V ROOF
Compatible with Aluniflex Walls Series

Composed of aluminum central roof truss
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Product entirely manufactured in factory

Superior Quality Fabrics

ShEd
ANd CORRIdOR
pROTECT yOURSELF FROM WINTER
WITh UNICANVAS

MARqUISE
dRESS yOUR dOORS ANd WINdOWS WITh STyLE

Very wide variety of coatings
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ThINk
UNICANVAS
Whether for an enlargement,
a canvas, a veranda, a gazebo
or for camping,
We can help you. 
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